Minutes from Subject Area Team Games meeting
3 October 2019, 14.00 – 15.00 in 3A07

Participants
- Trine Møller
- Eva Hauerslev
- Hajo Backe
- Mike Hyslop Graham
- Martin Pichlmair

Absent
- Sebastian Risi
- Luis Fernando Laris Pardo

Agenda
1. Approval of agenda
   Approved.

2. Approval of minutes from meeting on 17 September
   Approved.

3. Information
   • Study and Career Guidance
     o Career week this week
     o Student ambassador team in the Study and Career Guidance – should give input to events and stuff like that
     o Three alumni Games students presenting at the IT Match Making event yesterday
   • Study Board
     o Aske Kammer is the new Head of Studies from 1 November
     o Head of Studies will no longer be a member – and thus not the chair – of the Study Board
     o Project size document: we agree with what SAT CS has given for input. We want the document to be rewritten.
     o Regarding the Code of Conduct
       ▪ Needs a new contact person. And one could reconsider who the right person will be
       ▪ The document can be difficult to work with as it doesn’t really say what will happen if a student complain
       ▪ We have no idea if it works or not
   • Events
   • Students
     o Thesis preparation should be more integrated in the specialisation courses – make room for it so it is not running in parallel
• Does the current structure fit into the new programme structure that does not have Thesis Preparation as a course?
• Programming for Designers – seems to work well this time
• Cross-dit – we will discuss it at the next meeting

4. Election
Postponed to next meeting.

13. Any other business
Nothing